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1. Structured Content Overview
Structured Content is a powerful tool for creating and managing web content that can be
presented in a variety of formats and reused throughout the SiteExecutive instance. With
Structured Content, content editors can create their content once and publish it in many
different places independent of the constraints of a single page.
Structured Content is composed of the following elements:
Content Types: Define the data structure of content.
Layouts: Define the presentation of content.
Viewlets: Modules that load content from collections onto pages and templates.
Interpreters: Define how to organize the content within the collection.
Content Collections: The implementation of Structured Content on a SiteExecutive website.
This is where live web content (based on the above elements) is created.
An example of Structured Content implementation:
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2. Working with Content Types
The first step in creating Structured Content for your website is to create Content Types.
Content Types are the “structure” of Structured Content. They establish categories for content
that can be customized with unique fields in order to maximize content reusability and
streamline the creation process. Content Types must be created before Content Collections
can be deployed in SiteExecutive.

2.1 Managing Content Types
2.1.1 Tabs at Content Types Level
The following tabs give access to general settings for Content Types. These tabs can
be reached by selecting the Modules/Applications explorer, and then selecting
Content Types:

Desktop: Where new Content Types are created and permissions to Content Types
are specified. This tab also contains the Object Viewer, a debugging tool often used
by developers (for more information, see the Site Administrator User Guide).
Populator: Where Control Populator fields are created and maintained. These are
reusable pick lists of static items that can be added to Profiles in the Profile
Directory, on an Advanced Form, or on a Content Type. Populators can be accessed
from of any of the above applications or modules in the Application/Module
explorer.
Audit Log: This tab contains entries for every action taken by a user on a Content
Type (e.g. the creation or deletion of a Content Type). It provides the time, action,
description, and user for each entry.
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2.1.2 Tabs at Individual Content Type Level
The following tabs give access to settings specific to a single Content Type. These
tabs can be reached by expanding Content Types in the Modules/Applications
explorer, then selecting a Content Type:

Desktop: This tab contains general maintenance options such as creating child
Content Types, renaming and deleting the Content Type, and specifying
permissions to the Content Type. Also gives access to the Object Viewer.
Fields: Where custom fields are added and modified for use in deployed instances
of the Content Type.
Relationships: Where relationships between two Content Types are defined. When
creating a new piece of content in a deployed instance of this Content Type, an
extra step will appear in the wizard to choose the relationship. See Section 10 for
more information on content relationships.
Layouts: Management interface for Content Type Layouts. Layouts govern how the
content in the Content Type will be displayed on the site. Default and custom
layouts can be managed from this location.
Extensions: (formerly Interpreters and Viewlets) Where custom viewlets, containers,
interpreters and tabs for the Content Type can be uploaded.
Usage: Lists each deployed instance of the Content Type within SiteExecutive. It
also provides creation and last modified information for each application instance.
Properties: Internal settings for the designated Content Type.
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Audit Log: This tab contains entries for every action taken by a user on the Content
Type (e.g. changes to fields or relationships). It provides the time, action,
description, and user for each entry.

2.2 Creating a Content Type
To create a new Content Type:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.

2. Select Content Types.

3. Double click Create Content Type on the Desktop tab.
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The Create Content Type dialog appears:

The available options are:
Name: « The name of the Content Type. This will appear in the Modules/Applications
explorer. This field is required.
NOTE: The Name field cannot be a duplicate of an existing Content Type. It
also cannot contain any of the following names reserved by SiteExecutive:
Populator, Image, and Video.
System Name: « The internal system name for the Content Type. Autopopulates
based on what is entered in the Name field. Spaces are not allowed. This field is
required.
Description: A short description of the Content Type. Useful for keeping track of
what kinds of Content Collections can be created with this type.
4. Fill in the information and click Save.
The Content Type is created and appears under Content Types in the
Modules/Applications explorer.

2.3 Viewing a Content Type’s Properties
NOTE: Content types cannot be edited or deleted once they are in use within a
collection.
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To view a Content Type’s properties:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.

4. Click on the Properties tab.

The Properties tab displays the Content Type’s system name, type, and description.
Only the description can be edited when clicking the Edit button in the bottom right.

2.4 Renaming a Content Type
NOTE: Content types cannot be edited or deleted once they are in use within a
collection.
To rename a Content Type:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.
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4. On the Desktop tab, under Content Type Maintenance, double click the Rename
icon.

The Rename dialog appears:

5. Enter a new name and click Save.
The Content Type is renamed.

2.5 Deleting a Content Type
NOTE: Content types cannot be edited or deleted once they are in use within a
collection.
To rename a Content Type:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.
4. On the Desktop tab, under Content Type Maintenance, double click the Delete
icon.

5. Click OK.
The Content Type is deleted.
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2.4 Uploading a Content Type
The Upload Content Type function allows for Content Types from other sources to be
imported into SiteExecutive. Primarily this would be re-using an existing SiteExecutive
Content Type for another purpose.
To upload a Content Type:
1. Select Modules/Applications from the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.

3. On the Desktop tab, under Content Types Options, double click the Upload
Content Type icon.

The Upload Content Type dialog appears:
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The available options are:
Name: « The name of the Content Type. This will appear in the Modules/Applications
explorer. This field is required.
NOTE: The Name field cannot be a duplicate of an existing Content Type. It
also cannot contain any of the following names reserved by SiteExecutive:
Populator, Image, and Video.
System Name: « The internal system name for the Content Type. Autopopulates
based on what is entered in the Name field. Spaces are not allowed. This field is
required.
Description: A short description of the Content Type. Useful for keeping track of
what kinds of Content Collections can be created with this type.
Definition File: « The external file containing the Content Type. This file must be in
XML format. This field is required.
NOTE: A sample XML Content Type definition can be obtained by exporting
an existing Content Type.
4. Fill in the information and click Save.
The Content Type is uploaded and appears under Content Types in the
Modules/Applications explorer.

2.5 Exporting a Content Type
To export a Content Type:
1. Select Modules/Applications from the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.
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4. On the Desktop tab, under Content Type Options, double click the Export Content
Type icon.

You will be prompted to either Save or Open the file via an XML editor.

5. Save or Open the file.
The exported file will resemble the file structure below:
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3. Content Type Fields
Content Type fields define how the data is organized and presented when creating and
modifying content in a deployed Content Collection. The fields that are specified for a
Content Type are the fields that are available to content creators when they create content
for a Content Collection.
There are several important considerations to keep in mind before defining a field for a
Content Type:
What will the field be called?
A field has a label (the name displayed in the user interface) and a name (the name used
internally). The field’s label can be changed after you create the field, but the field’s name
cannot be changed after you have created the field.
What type of data will the field store?
When you define a field, you choose a particular field type, which corresponds to the type of
data you want to store. The field type cannot be changed after you have created the field.
Each field can store one type of data. Some examples are: text, numbers, images, dates, email
addresses, videos, data loaded from a populator, and uploaded files.
How will the content be displayed?
Each field type provides a mechanism for data input when you are editing content. Some
examples are: text boxes (limited or unlimited), drop-down lists, checkbox/radio button sets,
and file uploaders.
Will this Content Type integrate content from other Content Collections?
Content Types can contain Content Type Fields, which enable content editors to choose
content of the specified Content Type to display within the collection. See Section 3.2.1 for
more information. In addition, Content Relationships can be leveraged to relate Content
Types without the use of integration. See Section 5 for more information.

3.1 Default Fields
Each Content Type has a set of default fields that cannot be removed. These fields are:
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Start Date: The date the content will begin to be shown in the Content Collection.
End Date: The date the content will expire from the Content Collection.
Title: The title of the content item. This will display within the Content Collection and on
any Site Information modules. Marked “Required” by default.
URL Title: The URL of the content item. This will display in the browser’s address bar
when content is accessed. This field is automatically generated from the Title unless
otherwise specified. Marked “Required” by default.
Content Date: The date the content item was created.

3.2 Adding a Field to a Content Type
To add a field to a Content Type:
1. Select Modules/Applications from the Explorer.
2. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.

3. Click the Fields tab.
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4. Click Add Field.
The Add Field dialog appears:

The available options are:
Label: « The name for the field that displays in the user interface when creating
content for this Content Type. This field is required.
Field Name: « Internal server name for the field used by the system. This field is
required.
Type: « Type of data allowed in field. This field is required. Choices include:
•

Content Type

•

Date

•

Date/Time

•

Email
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•

File

•

Image

•

Limited Text

•

Number (whole or decimal)

•

Populator

•

Unlimited Text

•

Video

•

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)

•

Yes/No
NOTE: The Field Type cannot be modified once the field has been
created.

*Content Type: Select the Content Type that you want to pull data from for this field.
* Displays if Content Type is selected from the Type drop down.
Context: « Defines the fields behavior and requirements.
•

None – The field displays as is in the content creation menu.

•

Required – Marks the field as required in the content creation menu.

•

Read Only – The field cannot be edited in the content creation menu.

•

Hidden – Hides the field from view in the content creation menu. No data is
entered for this field if content is created with this field marked as Hidden.

Meta Field Name: The Meta Tag to associate the content field with.
The available meta tags are:
•

None

•

Custom Name

•

Refresh

o

fb:admins

•

Standard Names

o

fb:app_id

o

fb:page_id

o
•

Title

Facebook

o

Author

o

Date

o

Description

o

og:title

o

Keywords

o

og:type
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•

o

og:image

o

DC:contributor

o

og:URL

o

DC:date

o

og:description

o

DC:type

o

og:site_name

o

DC:format

o

DC:identifier

Dublin Core
o

DC:title

o

DC:source

o

DC:creator

o

DC:language

o

DC:subject

o

DC:relation

o

DC:description

o

DC:coverage

o

DC:publisher

o

DC:rights

*Allow Multiple Values? Specifies whether or not multiple values can be entered in
this field. Checking this option prompts the display of the Minimum number of
values and Maximum number of values fields.
*Available for the following fields: Content Type, Email, File, Image, Limited Text,
Number, Video
*Show Result Column? Determines whether data entered in this field during content
creation displays alongside content information under Published Content in the
Content tab of a Content Collection.

*Available for the following fields: Date, Date/Time, Email, Limited Text, Number,
Yes/No
Description: A description to display to the content author (via a mouse-hover
tooltip) in the content creation menu.

*Maximum Length: Determines the maximum length of characters that can be
entered. *Available for the Limited Text and Unlimited Text fields
*Width: Determines the maximum width that can be entered. *Available for the
following fields: Limited Text, Unlimited Text, WYSIWYG
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*Height: Determines the maximum height that can be entered. *Available for the
Unlimited Text and WYSIWYG fields
*Minimum Value: Determines the minimum value that can be entered. *Displays
when Number is selected from the Type dropdown
*Maximum Value: Determines the maximum value that can be entered. *Displays
when Number is selected from the Type dropdown
Populator: Displays depending on selection made from the Type drop down.
Determines which populator will be used.
Populator Type: Displays depending on selection made from the Type drop down.
Determines how populator options will be displayed.
Enabled Options: Displays depending on selection made from the Type drop down.
Determines what options will display in WYSIWYG editor.
5. Fill in the information and click Save.
The field is created and appears in the Fields tab. Fields can be reordered in the
Fields tab by clicking and dragging them into the desired order.

3.2.1 Content Type Fields
Adding a Content Type Field to a Content Type creates a content integration
relationship between the two Content Types. Content integration is useful for
reusing content from other Content Collections inside a single collection.
As an example, a higher education institution may deploy a “Faculty” type Content
Collection for faculty information (name, title, bio, etc.) Then, in order to display the
faculty members of each department, the institution may deploy a “Departments”
type Content Collection for displaying the content pieces for the applicable faculty
members of each department.
When creating content of a Content Type that includes a Content Type Field, a
search box will appear to search SiteExecutive for content of the specified Content
Type:
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3.3 Editing a Field
To edit a field:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type.
4. Click on the Fields tab.

5. Click the Edit icon next to the desired field.

The Edit Field dialog appears:
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6. Update the information and click Save.
The field’s properties are updated.

3.4 Removing a Field
NOTE: A field cannot be removed if there is content in any Content Collection that
has data entered for the field.
To remove a field:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type.
4. Click on the Fields tab.
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5. Click the Remove icon next to the desired field.

6. Click OK when prompted to verify the field’s removal.
The field is removed.
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4. Presentation Layouts
Presentation Layouts control the look and feel of the content created within the Content
Types. Presentation Layouts consist of Content and Container elements that can be
postioned and styled according to your preferences. The Presentation Layouts are built upon
the Application Layout Framework.

4.1 Generating Default Layouts
Once a Content Type has been defined, the next step is to generate a set of default
layouts. Generating default layouts creates a basic display for all the fields from the
specified Content Type. The generated layout can then be customized in order to
achieve the desired look and feel for the content.
To generate Default Layouts:
1. Select Modules/Applications from the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.
4. Click the Layouts tab.
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5. Click the Generate Default Layouts button in the top left.
A confirmation message appears:

6. Click OK.
Three default layouts will now appear in the Layouts tab:

SEDefault_detail: The default layout for displaying individual content.
SEDefault_landing: The default layout for the landing display of a Content
Collection. Shown when the Content Collection is accessed directly.
SEDefault_list: The default layout for displaying content organized in a hierarchy (for
instance, when the user clicks on a specific time period for content). Based on the
interpreters used by the Content Type.
There are four options for these default layouts: Preview, Edit, Delete, and
Download.
Each default layout is in XML format and contains designated SiteExecutive class
names that can be used for styling with Cascading Style Sheets.
Sample XML markup for a presentation layout:
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4.2 Previewing a Presentation Layout
To preview a content presentation layout:
1. Select Modules/Applications from the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.

4. Click the Layouts tab.

5. Click the Preview icon next to the desired layout.
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The layout preview loads:

6. In the Preview Template field, use the link selector to choose a template to apply to
the layout:
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The Content Type layout now displays with the selected template applied. To return
to the Layouts tab, click Go Back.

4.3 Editing a Presentation Layout
To edit a presentation layout:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.

4. Click the Layouts tab.

5. Click the Edit icon next to the desired Content Layout.

6. The Edit Layout dialog displays.
7. Update the information and click Save.
The layout is updated.
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4.4 Deleting a Presentation Layout
NOTE: Once a presentation layout is deleted, it cannot be recovered.
To delete a presentation layout:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.

4. Click the Layouts tab.
5. Click the Delete button next to the desired Content Layout.

A confirmation message appears:

6. Click OK.
The layout is deleted.
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4.5 Exporting a Presentation Layout
To export a presentation layout:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.

4. Click the Layouts tab.
5. Click the Download icon next to the desired Content Layout.

A download prompt appears:
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6. Select either Open with or Save File to save the file to your computer.
A file named layout.xml opens or saves. See the sample XML markup for layouts in
Section 4.1 for an example of how to code a layout.

4.6 Uploading a Presentation Layout
Users with XML knowledge can create and upload layouts to display structured content
as they see fit. See Section 11 for more information on coding layouts in XML.
To add a custom layout:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type from the Content Types listing.

4. Click the Layouts tab.
5. Click the Add Layout button at the top left.
The Add Layout dialog appears:
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The available options are:
Name: « The name of the layout. This will display in the Layouts tab on the Content
Type and in the Layout dropdown on the Layouts tab of a deployed Content
Collection. This field is required.
Purpose: « The intended functionality of the layout. This field is required. The
options are:
•

Content Detail View: For displaying individual content in detail.

•

Content Landing Page: For displaying the landing page of a Content
Collection.

•

Content List View: For displaying a list of content in the Content Collection
organized in a hierarchy (for instance, in a specific date range).

Layout XML: « The XML file that contains the layout. This field is required.
Default Style Sheet: Specifies an external style sheet specific to this layout. If left
blank, the existing stylesheet applied to the template of the Content Collection will
be used.
Default Javascript File: Specifies a custom Javascript file to be used for this layout. If
left blank, the default Javascript will be used.
Description: Describes the use or characteristics of the layout. This will appear in the
Layouts tab of the Content Type.
6. Fill in the information and click Save.
The layout is added in the Layouts tab of the Content Type.
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5. Content Relationships
Content Relationships create associations between Content Types. They allow Content Types
to include content from other Content Types. There are two ways to relate content in
SiteExecutive:
Content Integration: This is a relationship created by the integration of content from one
Content Type into content of another Content Type through the use of a Content Type Field.
Content Relationship: The back-end association between two Content Types defined in the
Relationships tab of a Content Type.

5.1 Creating New Content Relationships
To add a new content relationship:
1. Select Modules/Applications from the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type.
4. Click the Relationships tab.
The Relationships tab loads:

5. Click the Add Relationships button.
The Add Relationship dialog appears:
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The available options are:
« = required field
Name: « The name of the relationship. This will display when editing content of the
type to be specified below.
System Name: « The internal system name for the Relationship. Automatically
generated from the entry in the Name field. Spaces and special characters are not
allowed.
Content Type: « An existing Content Type to associate the Relationship with.
Bidirectional: Determines whether the relationship is Bidirectional.
•

In a Unidirectional relationship (with No selected), content created in the
native Content Type (where the Relationship is originally defined) will have
access to content of the foreign Content Type, but the foreign Content Type
will not have access to content of the native Content Type.
o

Suppose there are two Content Types, “Band” and “Album,” that have
a unidirectional relationship with “Band” as the native Content Type
and “Album” as the foreign Content Type. When creating content in a
deployed Content Collection of type Band, a secondary menu will
appear to choose content of type Album from deployed Content
Collections of type Album:
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o

•

However, when creating content in a deployed Content Collection of
type Album, there will be no menu to choose content from deployed
Content Collections of type Album.

In a Bidirectional relationship (with Yes selected), content created in the
native Content Type and content created in the foreign Content Type will
have access to each other’s content.
o

Were this the case for the Band <> Album relationship, creating
content in a deployed Content Collection of type Album would give
access to content from deployed Content Collections of type Band.

Foreign Name: « The Name given to this Relationship on the other Content Type
being associated with the native Content Type.
Foreign System Name: « The System Name given to this Relationship on the other
Content Type being associated with the native Content Type.
Description: A short description of the Relationship. Displays in the list of
Relationships on the Relationships tab.
NOTE: System Name and Foreign System Name cannot be the same.
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6. Fill in the information and click Save.
The Relationship is created.

NOTE: Once a Content Relationship is created, the only property that can be
modified is the Name.

5.2 Editing a Content Relationship
To edit a Content Relationship:
1. Select Modules/Applications from the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type.
4. Click the Relationships tab.

5. Click the Edit icon next to the desired Relationship.

The Edit Relationship dialog appears:
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NOTE: The only property that can be modified from the Edit Relationship dialog
is the Name.
6. Enter a new name and click Save.
The relationship is updated.

5.3 Deleting a Content Relationship
To delete a Content Relationship:
1. Select Modules/Applications from the Explorer.
2. Select Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type.
4. Click the Relationships tab.

5. Click the Delete icon next to the desired Relationship.
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6. When the prompt appears, click OK.
The relationship is deleted.
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6. Content Collections
Content collections can be deployed anywhere within the site tree and will contain one
specific type of content. For example a collection could contain all press releases, but could
not contain a mixture of press releases and case studies as those would be different Content
Types.

6.1 Deploying a Content Collection
To deploy a Content Collection:
1. Select the site or folder in the Site Tree where the collection will be deployed.
2. In the Actions panel, click Folder Administration.

3. Click Deploy Content Type Collection.
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The Deploy Content Type Collection dialog appears:

The available options are:
« = required field
Type: « Specifies the Content Type to be contained in this Content Collection.
Name: « The name of the Content Collection. This will display in the Site Tree within
SiteExecutive as well as the URL when visitors access the collection. Selecting a
Content Type in the field above will automatically populate this field, but the name
can be changed.
Title: « The title of the Content Collection. This title will be seen by site visitors on
the top of the Content List layout.
Browser Title: Displays in the site visitor’s web browser page title when visitors
access the Content Collection. This is shown at the top of the browser bar and tab,
depending on the browser version. Used for additional search engine friendliness.
Template: « Specifies what template to apply to the Content Collection.
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NOTE: Only one template can be assigned per Content Collection.
Apply Default Style? Determines whether or not the default style is rendered on the
Content Collection. If “no” is selected, SiteExecutive will only render the HTML of the
Content Collection without the default presentation style.
Active? Specifies whether the Content Collection can be accessed by visitors.
Show Navigation? Specifies whether or not navigation menus and breadcrumb
navigation trails should be shown within the Content Collection in the Content Detail
layout.
Results Page Size: « Specifies the number of items to display per page on the
Content Landing and Content Detail layouts for the Content Collection.
Content Landing Layout: Specifies the layout used for the Landing view.
Content List Layout: Specifies the layout used for the List view.
Content Detail Layout: Specifies the layout used for the Detail view.
Group Content By: Specifies a populator to use for grouping content in the
collection.
Cache Interval: « Specifies a time interval in minutes for caching the Content
Collection. Setting a cache interval is recommended for static Content Collections
that are frequently visited and contain dynamic content.
URL Interpreter: Specifies the interpreter to apply to the Content Collection. This
will dictate the URL pattern used when rendering a piece of content in the collection.
Based on what is selected in the URL Interpreter dropdown, a number of options
will appear in the Interpreter Attributes area. Some of these options may be
required. See Section 5.3 for more information on Interpreters.
4. Fill in the information and click Save.
The Content Collection is deployed to the specified folder or site.
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6.2 Using Navigation with Structured Content
When Navigation is enabled in a Content Collection using the Date Oriented URL
interpreter, the URL Display and Number of Years to Display can be configured via the
Content Collection Properties.

URL Display: Defines whether the URL will display the day, month, year or all of the
above as part of the URL.
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Number of Years to Display: « Defines the number of years to display as part of the
navigation menu. This field is required.

6.3 Modifying Content Collection Properties
To modify a deployed Content Collection’s properties:
1. Select the desired Content Collection from the Site Tree.

2. Click the Properties tab at the top right.

3. Click the Edit button at the bottom right.
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4. Update the information and click Save.
The Content Collection’s properties are updated.
NOTE: Once a Content Collection has been deployed, its Content Type cannot
be changed.

6.4 Renaming a Content Collection
To rename a deployed Content Collection:
1. Select the desired Content Collection from the Site Tree.

2. On the Desktop tab, under Content Type Collection Maintenance, click Rename.

3. Enter a new name for the Content Collection and click Save.
The Content Collection is renamed.

6.5 Deleting a Content Collection
To delete a deployed Content Collection:
4. Select the desired Content Collection from the Site Tree.
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5. On the Desktop tab, under Content Type Collection Maintenance, click Delete.

6. When the delete confirmation appears, click OK.
The Content Collection is deleted from SiteExecutive.

6.6 Securing a Content Collection
Content Collections can be designated as secured areas, requiring users to log in before
they can access the content in the collection.
To enable Content Collection Security:
1. Select the desired Content Collection to apply security to in the Site Explorer.

2. On the Desktop tab, under Content Type Collection Options, click Content
Collection Security.
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The Content Collection Security dialog appears:

NOTE: If security is defined for the site or the parent folder where the Content
Collection is located, the security settings will apply to the Content Collection
as well. In this case, users will have the option to “Override Existing Security” in
order to define unique security settings.
3. Select the Security Model dropdown.
The available security models to choose from are:
Standard: The default SiteExecutive website security model, which draws from users
and groups defined in Website Security.
Legacy: Uses an existing ColdFusion security configuration file placed on the server
prior to the installation/upgrade to SiteExecutive 2013.
NOTE: Any custom security models specified in the Security tab in Website
Security will be available in the dropdown. See the Custom Security Framework
Guide for more information.
4. Choose a security model from the dropdown.
The Content Collection Security dialog updates:

The available options are:
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Login Page: Specifies the page where users are required to log in before they can
access the Content Collection. Users can either type a search term into the box and
select a page from the search results, or use the link selector to the right and choose
a page.
NOTE: Only internal links are allowed. If no published page with a Login &
Registration module is specified, then SiteExecutive will use a default
system login page.
Allow Registrations (Standard Security Model only): Specifies whether guests can
register for access to the secure area from the login page.
Create Group: Users can create security groups from the Content Collection
Security dialog. See the Site Administrator User Guide for directions on how to create
a security group.
Add Existing Group: Displays the Add Group dialog box, where users can add or
remove existing security groups at the Content Collection Security level:

5. Specify settings for Content Collection Security and click Save.
Content Collection Security is defined, and the user is returned to the Desktop tab in
the Content Collection.
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7. Workflow
Workflow is a process by which content is routed to individual users or groups for review
prior to publication.
When content is entered into workflow, all users and group members designated as
reviewers will receive a notification via email that the selected content is awaiting approval.
Structured Content workflow enables reviewers to edit the content that they are reviewing.
Additionally, multiple users and groups can be configured for each step.
NOTE: Assigning a workflow policy on a Content Collection will not cascade the policy
down to other collections or folders created under that folder. Each collection’s
workflow settings are unique to that collection.

7.1 Establishing Content Collection Workflow
To establish workflow for a Structured Content Collection:
1. Select the desired Structured Content Collection in the Site Explorer.
2. On the Desktop tab, double click the Workflow icon.

The Workflow dialog appears:

3. Click Add Step.
The Edit Step dialog appears:
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The available fields are:
Step Name«: The name of the workflow step. This can be used to identify which task
in the content review process is to be completed at this step (e.g. Spell Check,
Editorial Review, Final Approval). This name carries throughout the collection and is
used in workflow notifications to users.
Editable: Specifies whether or not reviewers in this step can make edits to the
content while they are reviewing it. If enabled, an Edit button will appear during the
content review process for all reviewers at this step.
Users: Specifies which users are designated as reviewers at this step. These users will
receive a notification when content that is entered into workflow reaches this step.
To add a user to the workflow step, select the desired user in the Available
column and click the button with the double arrows facing to the left («).
To remove a user from the workflow step, select the desired user in the
Current column and click the button with the double arrows facing to the right
(»).
Groups: Specifies which groups are designated as reviewers at this step. All users
within the designated group(s) will receive a notification when content that is entered
into workflow reaches this step.
NOTE: Any user within the designated group(s) can approve content at this
step.
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To add a group to the workflow step, select the desired group in the
Available column and click the button with the double arrows facing to the left
(«).
To remove a group from the workflow step, select the desired group in the
Current column and click the button with the double arrows facing to the right
(»).
4. Fill in the information and add the desired users/groups, then click Save Step.
The workflow step is created, and the Workflow dialog is updated. Users and/or
groups in workflow will appear in a numbered list. The policy flows in the order they
are listed, starting at Step 1.

The Workflow dialog contains the required Note Configuration option. This option
designates whether workflow comments by reviewers are Required, Optional or not
shown at all (None).
5. Select the desired Note Configuration option from the dropdown and click Save.
The Note Configuration option is updated.
6. When finished configuring workflow steps, cilck the X in the top right corner of the
dialog box to close out of the Workflow dialog.

7.2 Editing a Workflow Step
To edit a workflow step:
1. Select a Structured Content Collection with workflow defined in the Site Explorer.
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2. On the Desktop tab, double click the Workflow icon.

The Workflow dialog appears:

3. Click the Edit icon beside the desired workflow step.

The Edit Step dialog appears:

4. Update the information and click Save Step.
The workflow step is updated.
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7.3 Deleting a Workflow Step
To delete a workflow step:
1. Select a Structured Content Collection with workflow defined in the Site Explorer.
2. On the Desktop tab, double click the Workflow icon.

The Workflow dialog appears:

3. Click the Delete icon beside the desired workflow step.

4. Click OK.
The workflow step is deleted.

7.4 Reordering Workflow Steps
Workflow steps can be reordered by clicking & dragging the steps in the
Workflow dialog box.
To reorder workflow steps:
1. Select a Structured Content Collection with multiple workflow steps defined in the
Site Explorer.
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2. On the Desktop tab, double click the Workflow icon.

The Workflow dialog appears:

3. Click and drag the workflow steps into the desired order.
4. Click Save.
The workflow steps are reordered and saved.

7.5 Workflow Process
Once workflow policies are established for a Structured Content Collection, all content
within that collection is subject to approval before it can be published.
NOTE: The selected content will be locked until the workflow process is completed
(approved and published or disapproved) or canceled.
To begin the workflow process for Structured Content:
1. Select the desired Structured Content collection in the Site Explorer.
2. Under the Content tab, click the Drafts tab.
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3. Select the Edit icon next to the desired draft.

4. Click Save and Preview.
5. In the Preview menu, click Submit for Review.
NOTE: For the sake of efficiency, final approvers will have the ability to Force
Publish a draft from the Preview menu.
6. Enter notes about the draft for the reviewers to read and click Save & Continue.
The draft is submitted into workflow.
Users defined at the first workflow step will receive an email notification that the
draft has been submitted for review:
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Content drafts that are in workflow can be viewed in the Items in Workflow tab
under the Content Collection’s Content tab.

Workflow continues until either:
•

anyone rejects the content

•

the initiator cancels the workflow process for the content or

•

the final approver approves or publishes the content.

NOTE: If the final approver approves the content rather than publishing it, then
the workflow initiator will receive a notification to publish the content.
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8. Permissions for Structured Content
Permissions control which users have access to which parts of SiteExecutive. Existing
permission settings at the site and parent folder levels will cascade down to any deployed
Content Collections. However, Content Collections can be given unique permissions settings.
The Structured Content functions available to each permissions level in SiteExecutive
are as follows:
For the Content Types menu in the Modules/Applications explorer:
•

•

Read & Write
o

View Usage tab for Content Types

o

View object details (on the Desktop tab) for individual content types

Admin
o

All options, tabs, and utilities in the Content Types menu

For Content Collections:
•

•

•

Read
o

View object details (on the Desktop tab)

o

Preview Layouts

o

Preview drafts & published content

o

View Content Collection properties

Write
o

Create New Content

o

Edit drafts & published content

o

Archive drafts & published content

o

Copy drafts & published content

o

View history of drafts & published content

o

Specify dynamic content settings in the Dynamic Content tab

Admin
o

Deploy Content Type Collection

o

Rename, move, delete Content Collection
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o

Edit Layouts

o

Access to Featured, Dynamic Style Sheet, and Audit Log tabs

o

Delete content

o

All other features not available to read & write users

For more information about permissions in SiteExecutive, see the Site Administrator User
Guide.
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9. Content Administration
9.1 Content Administration Dashboard
Every Content Collection features its own Administration dashboard from which all
content functions can be accessed and performed.

9.1.1 Items in Workflow Tab
The Items in Workflow tab only appears when Workflow has been enabled on a
Collection. By default, the Items in Workflow tab displays only items that are
assigned to you and require your review and/or approval for publication.
By selecting the All Items in Workflow radion button at the top, users can display
all items in workflow, including those for which they are not designated as
approvers. Administrators can always Force Publish items regardless of who is
designated as an approver.

Toggles between displaying
your items in workflow and
all items in workflow

Displays which
Workflow step the
content is in

Displays names of
reviewers/approvers at the
current workflow step

9.1.2 Drafts Tab
The Drafts tab displays all items that are currently saved as drafts awaiting
publication.
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Toggles between
your Drafts and all
Drafts

Displays Draft Owner
or Last Modified
Owner

9.1.3 Published Content Tab
The Published Content tab displays all published, active content within the
collection. Published content can be accessed in several places on the site,
including the Home page, Callout sections, and Internal pages.

9.2 Creating New Content
To add new content to a collection:
1. Select the desired Content Collection from the Site Tree.
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2. Click the Content tab.

The Content Administration dashboard appears:

3. Click the Create New Content button:

The Add New Content dialog appears:
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NOTE: The fields displayed will vary greatly depending on the collection’s
Content Type.
Items marked with « are required. Depending on how the Content Type is set up, you
may see multivalued fields. Multiple values must be entered for these fields.
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4. Fill in the information and click Save and Preview.
A draft is saved and can be viewed in the Drafts tab under the Content tab. The
Manage Content dialog appears. The next section covers the options available in
this menu.
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9.3 Managing Content
This section describes the available options for managing content. The Content Home
dialog can be reached by previewing or editing and saving content in the Content tab
of a deployed Content Collection.

9.3.1 Preview
The Preview tab loads a preview of the content within the assigned template.

9.3.2 Data View
The Data View tab displays all of the Content Type’s fields with the data entered
for each in this specific content. This includes hidden fields.
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9.3.3 Relationships View
The Relationships View tab displays
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9.3.4 Compare View
The Compare View tab displays a side-by-side comparison of two different
versions of the content, with color coding indicating where changes were made. It
also displays a list of each version, along with its date, the user that last modified it,
and any notes that were entered for it.

9.3.5 Workflow Status
The Workflow Status tab displays the current workflow status of the content item,
if there is one.
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9.3.6 Custom Tabs
Any custom tabs defined in the Extensions tab of the Content Collection’s Content
Type will appear to the right of the Workflow Status tab. See Section 5.4: Custom
Tabs for more information on custom tabs.

9.4 Submitting Content for Review
Once content is created and ready for approval, users can submit it for review.
To submit content into workflow for review:
1. Select the desired Content Collection in the Site Tree.
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2. Click the Content tab.
3. Select the Drafts tab on the left.

4. Click the Preview icon to display the content.
5. Click the Submit for Review button at the top right.
6. Enter notes about the draft. These notes will be read by all reviewers/approvers in the
workflow.
7. Click Save and Continue to complete submission.
The item will now appear in the Items in Workflow tab, but cannot be edited while
it is in workflow.

9.5 Reviewing and Approving Content for
Publication
To approve content for publication:
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1. Select the desired Content Collection in the Site Tree.

2. Click the Content tab at the top.
3. The Items in Workflow tab should display.
4. Click the Title of the desired Content from the list.

The Review/Approval dialog will appear:
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5. Click Edit to edit the content, click Publish to approve the content, or click Reject to
reject the content.
6. Each action will require an explanation to be entered. Enter the description and click
Save & Continue.

The content is approved or rejected, depending on the action taken.

9.6 Editing a Content Item in a Collection
To edit a content item in a collection:
1. Select the desired Content Collection in the Site Tree.

2. Click the Content tab at the top.
3. Select either the Drafts or Published Content tab on the left.
4. Click the Edit icon next to the desired content item.

The Edit dialog appears:
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5. Make all desired changes and click Save and Preview when finished.
The Content Home displays in Preview Mode with 3 actions available: Edit, Submit
for Review (if workflow enabled), and Force Publish (if Administrator). Content
changes must be published before they are rendered on the live site.

9.7 Copying a Content Item in a Collection
To copy a content item in a collection:
1. Select the desired Content Collection in the Site Tree.

2. Click the Content tab at the top.
3. Select one of the three tabs on the left.
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4. Click the Copy icon next to the item to copy.

The Create New Content dialog appears:

5. Make any desired changes and click Save and Preview.
A draft of the copied content is created. The Content Home displays in Preview
Mode with 3 actions available: Edit, Submit for Review (if workflow enabled), and
Force Publish (if Administrator). The content must be published before it is rendered
on the live site.
NOTE: The URL title on the new content must be changed, as duplicate URL
titles are not allowed.

9.8 Archiving Content in a Collection
Published content items can be archived and removed from the live site without being
permanently deleted from SiteExecutive.
To archive content:
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1. Select the desired Content Collection in the Site Tree.

2. Click the Content tab.
3. Select the Published Content tab from the left hand side.
4. Click the Archive icon next to the desired item.

5. The item now displays an inactive icon next to the content:

Archived items can be reactivated by clicking the Activate icon next to the archived
item. Activation is immediate and the activated content will appear on the live site
immediately.

9.9 Deleting a Content Item from a Collection
To delete a content item from a Content Collection:
1. Select the desired Content Collection in the Site Tree.
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2. Click the Content tab at the top.
3. Select the tab from the left hand side where the desired item is located.
4. Click the Remove icon next to the item.

5. Click OK.
The item is deleted from the collection.

9.10 Featuring Content
To feature content from a Content Collection:
1. Select the desired Content Collection in the site tree.

2. Click the Featured tab.

The Featured dialog appears:
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There are two ways to add content items to be featured:
•

Items can be added by typing a keyword in the Search for an item menu and
clicking the relevant search result:

•

Items can be selected from a list that displays when clicking Browse for an
item by checking the box next to the article name:
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Selections will show at the bottom of the Featured tab in the Featured Items
section.

To remove Featured items, click on the Delete icon next to the desired item(s).
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10. Extensions
Extensions allow users to define how content is referenced by applications and other content
collections, as well as how it is loaded on pages and templates.

10.1 Content Viewlets
Content viewlets are modules that present data from Content Collections on templates
and pages. A viewlet’s main functions are to retrieve data from the collection and define
both the HTML structure of how the content is presented and the specific content to
display. Viewlets are defined for specific Content Types, and Content Types can have
many different viewlets.

10.1.1 Adding a New Viewlet
To add a new Content Type viewlet:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type for the viewlet from the Content Types listing.

4. Click on the Extensions tab.
5. In the Viewlets menu, click New Viewlet.
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The New Viewlet dialog appears:

The available options are:
Name: « The name of the viewlet. This will appear in the Viewlets menu on the
Content Type, and it will display as an option when deploying a Content Viewlet
Module on a page or template. This field is required.
Description: A short descriptive text about the viewlet. Displays in the Viewlets
menu.
File: « The .cfc file with the custom viewlet code. This field is required.
NOTE: A sample .cfc file for a custom viewlet can be downloaded by
clicking “Download Sample Viewlet” in the Viewlets menu.
6. Fill in the information, choose a viewlet file, and click Save.
The custom viewlet is uploaded and appears in the Viewlets menu. The viewlet
will become available when deploying a Content Viewlet Module to a page or
template.
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10.1.2 Deploying a Content Viewlet
To deploy a content viewlet:
1. Navigate to the desired page or template for the viewlet.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Page or Edit Template, depending on whether you are placing the
viewlet on a page or a template.
4. In the Page/Template Editor, click the Insert Module icon.

The Insert Module dialog appears:

5. Select Content Viewlet from the Module dropdown.
6. Click OK.
The Module Properties dialog appears:
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The available options are:
Content Collection: « The Content Collection to be loaded by the viewlet. This
field is required.
Viewlet: « The viewlet to insert onto the page/template. Only viewlets for the
Content Type of the Content Collection selected above will be available in this
menu.
Once a viewlet is selected, the Content Viewlet Properties menu will update
based on the viewlet chosen. This menu may contain required fields.
7. Fill in the information and click Save.
The content viewlet is inserted onto the page/template.

10.2 Content Type Containers
Containers are code structures that allow users to define the presentation of content on
Content Collection layouts. They can be coded to interact with and pull in data from
other Content Collections and applications in SiteExecutive.

10.2.1 Adding a New Container
To add a new container to a Content Type:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type for the viewlet from the Content Types listing.

4. Click on the Extensions tab.
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5. Select the Containers menu and click New Container.

The New container dialog appears:

The available options are:
Name: « The name of the container. This will appear in the Containers menu
and as an option in the Containers dropdown when editing a layout on a
deployed Content Collection of the given type. This field is required.
Description: A short descriptive text about the container. Displays in the
Containers menu.
File: « The .cfc file with the custom container code. This field is required.
NOTE: A sample .cfc file for a custom container can be downloaded
by clicking “Download Sample Container” in the Containers menu.
6. Fill in the information, choose a container file, and click Save.
The custom container is uploaded and appears in the Containers menu. The
container will appear in a dropdown labeled Container when editing a layout in
a Content Collection of the given type.
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10.3 Tabs
Tabs can be created for the Content Home dialog for content in a Content Collection.
With tabs, users can define an interface for interacting with and collecting additional
data about content drafts in the collection.

10.3.1 Adding a New Tab
To add a new tab:
1. Select Modules/Applications in the Explorer.
2. Expand Content Types.
3. Select the desired Content Type for the viewlet from the Content Types listing.

4. Click on the Extensions tab.
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5. Select the Tabs menu and click New Tab.

The New Tab dialog appears:

The available options are:
Name: « The name of the tab. This will appear in the Tabs menu and alongside
the other tabs in the Content Home menu of a piece of content. This field is
required.
Description: A short descriptive text about the tab. Displays in the Tabs menu.
File: « The .cfm file with the custom tab code. This field is required.
NOTE: A sample .cfm file for a custom tab can be downloaded by
clicking “Download Sample Tab” in the Tabs menu.
6. Fill in the information, choose a tab file, and click Save.
The custom tab is uploaded and appears in the Tabs menu. The tab will appear
when previewing content or saving a draft in a Content Collection of the given
type.
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11. Developing XML Layouts
This section describes the process for developing XML layouts used within SiteExecutive
Content Collections. It is intended for designers or website developers with a working
knowledge of HTML.

11.1 Structure of a Layout
After the declaration, the layout is wrapped in an <seml> tag. Within the <seml> tag,
each field on the layout is added as an <secontent /> container. Each <secontent />
container must include at least the following attributes: label, preview, encode, and
datatype. These attributes are described in the following sections. An example of a basic
text field:
<secontent name="content.getfieldname().value" label="fieldname"
preview="" encode="false" datatype="string" />

SiteExecutive layouts support all valid HTML tags. Here is a sample XML markup for a
layout with the three default SiteExecutive fields (_title, _urlTitle, _printDate):
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<seml>
<div class="SE_title">
<secontent name="content.get_title().value" label="Title" preview=""
encode="false" datatype="string" />
</div>
<div class="SE_urlTitle">
<secontent name="content.get_urlTitle().value" label="URL Title"
preview="" encode="false" datatype="string" />
</div>
<div class="SE_printDate">
<secontent name="content.get_printDate().value" label="Content Date"
preview="" encode="false" dateformat="mm/dd/yyyy" timeformat=""
datatype="datetime" />
</div>
</seml>

11.2 Additional Attributes & Notation
Structured Content layouts can be configured to check for certain conditions before
rendering fields and to loop over arrays of objects to display in fields.
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11.2.1 setest
The setest attribute evaluates a condition for an HTML element in order to
determine whether or not a field will display. The setest attribute will evaluate any
ColdFusion Markup Language conditional statement.
An example of a <div> container with the setest attribute:
<div class="SEImageType" setest="length(content.getImageType().value) gt 0">
<secontent name="content.getImageType().value" label="ImageType" preview=""
encode="false" xConstraint="maximum" xWidth="180" xHeight="180"
xAltText="${content.get_Title().value}" xId="" xClass="" datatype="image"
/>
</div>

In the above example, the <div> container includes a check to see if the call to
getImageType() for that content’s image field returns a value. If the expression
evaluates to false, then the layout will not display the div containing the image field
<secontainer>.

11.2.2 seloop & seloopindex
The seloop attribute is used for looping over arrays of objects in Structured
Content. This attribute is useful for fields that draw from populators or other
dynamic data sources.
There are two parts to the loop construction:
1. seloop attribute: Refers to the array of objects being called by the loop.
2. seloopindex attribute: Refers to the variable in which each item from the array
is stored for output.
An example of a <div> with the seloop attribute to iterate over all of the articles in
a collection and display the title for each one:
<div class="SEContent" seloop="articles" seloopindex="article">
<div class="SE_title">
<a href="${baseurl}/${article.detailURL}" data-linktype="EXTERNAL"
externallink="${baseurl}/${article.detailURL}" seid=""
newwindow="No" showtoolbar="No" localanchor="" popupwidth=""
popupheight="" title="${article.get_Title().value}" accesskey=""
rel="">
<secontent name="article.get_title().value" label="Title" />
</a>
</div>
</div>
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11.2.3 Notation for Calling Values Dynamically
In order to include a dynamic item within an attribute of a tag, use the following
notation:
${value or function call name here}
An example of an <secontent> container for an image field that calls the content’s
title dynamically and adds it to the image’s alt text attribute:
<div class="SEImageType" setest=”length(content.getImageType().value gt 0)”>
<secontent name="content.getImageType().value" label="ImageType"
preview="" encode="false" xConstraint="maximum" xWidth="180" xHeight="180"
xAltText="${content.get_Title().value}" xId="" xClass="" datatype="image"
/>
</div>

NOTE: This notation is not required for the name attribute of <secontent>
containers, the seloop/seloopindex attributes, or the setest attribute. Values
and function calls can be placed in these attributes as is.

11.3 <secontent> Datatypes
<secontent /> containers are used to display fields within your Content Type on the
layout. This section details the attributes used in conjunction with the various datatypes
within the <secontent /> tag.

11.2.1 string
The string datatype is used by the following field types:
•

Content Type

•

Populator

•

Email

•

Unlimited Text

•

Limited Text

•

WYSIWYG

•

Link*

•

Yes/No

•

Number

* The link field uses the additional <selink> tag – see Section 11.3.
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Sample <secontent /> tag for the datatype string:
<div class="SEEmailType">
<secontent name="content.getEmailType().value" label="EmailType"
preview="" encode="false" datatype="string" />
</div>

Attributes used by the string datatype:
name: The value of the field being displayed.
label: The label for the field. Displays in the layout editor.
preview: Placeholder text for the field in the preview of the layout of a deployed
Content Collection. If no value is entered, the field label will display.
encode: Boolean value for escaping HTML. “True” means that HTML markup will be
outputted; “false” means that the HTML will be encoded.
datatype: Internal datatype to be displayed. In this case, the value would be string.

11.2.2 datetime
The datetime datatype is used by the Date and Date/Time field types.
Sample code for the datetime datatype:
<div class="SEDateTimeType">
<secontent name="content.getDateTimeType().value" label="DateTimeType"
preview="" encode="false" dateformat="mm/dd/yyyy" timeformat="h:mm tt"
datatype="datetime" />
</div>

Attributes used by the datetime datatype:
name: The value of the field being displayed.
label: The label for the field. Displays in the layout editor.
preview: Placeholder text for the field in the preview of the layout of a deployed
Content Collection. If no value is entered, the field label will display.
encode: Boolean value for escaping HTML. “True” means that HTML markup will be
outputted; “false” means that the HTML will be encoded.
dateformat: The format in which the date will be displayed. The available options
are:
•

mm/dd/yyyy
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•

•

dd/mm/yyyy

•

dd/mm/yy

•

yyyy-mm-dd

•

ddd mmm dd, yyyy
(e.g. Tue Dec 17, 2013)

•

mmmm d, yyyy
(e.g. December 17, 2013)

yyyy.mm.dd.

timeformat: The format in which the time will be displayed. The available options
are:
•

hh:mm:ss tt

(e.g. 01:37:17 PM)

•

HH:mm:ss

(e.g. 13:37:17)

•

h:mm tt

(e.g. 1:37 PM)

datatype: Internal datatype to be displayed. In this case, the value would be
datetime.

11.2.3 image
The image datatype is used by the Image field type. Sample code for the image
datatype:
<div class="SEImageType">
<secontent name="content.getImageType().value" label="ImageType"
preview="" encode="false" xConstraint="maximum" xWidth="180"
xHeight="180" xAltText="${content.get_Title().value}" xId="" xClass=""
datatype="image" />
</div>

Attributes used by the image datatype:
name: The value of the field being displayed.
label: The label for the field. Displays in the layout editor.
preview: Placeholder text for the field in the preview of the layout of a deployed
Content Collection. If no value is entered, the field label will display.
encode: Boolean value for escaping HTML. “True” means that HTML markup will be
outputted; “false” means that the HTML will be encoded.
xConstraint: Specifies how to enlarge the image to the specified width and height
values. The two options for this attribute are Stretch (stretches the image to 100%
of the specified width and height) and Maximize (enlarges the image to the
maximum specified value while preserving its image ratio).
xWidth: Width (px) of the image.
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xHeight: Height (px) of the image.
xAltText: Alt text to display when the mouse is hovered over the image.
xId: CSS ID for the image.
xClass: CSS class for the image.
datatype: Internal datatype to be displayed. In this case, the value would be image.

11.2.4 video
The video datatype is used by the Video field type. Sample code for the video
datatype:
<div class="SEVideoType">
<secontent name="content.getVideoType().value" label="VideoType" preview=""
encode="false" videoWidth="320" videoHeight="240" videoQuality="V"
captionsBackground="Yes" videoRatio="SD" videoSize="SD.320.240" useLarge=""
border="No" showinfo="Yes" fs="Yes" autoplay="No" datatype="video" />
</div>

Attributes used by the video datatype:
name: The value of the field being displayed.
label: The label for the field. Displays in the layout editor.
preview: Placeholder text for the field in the preview of the layout of a deployed
Content Collection. If no value is entered, the field label will display.
encode: Boolean value for escaping HTML. “True” means that HTML markup will be
outputted; “false” means that the HTML will be encoded.
videoWidth: Width (px) of the video player. This should match the width value
entered in the videoSize attribute unless the attribute is using “custom.”
videoHeight: Height (px) of the video player. This should match the height value
entered in the videoSize attribute unless the attribute is using “custom.”
videoQuality: MediaExecutive video quality. The possible values for this attribute
are S (low), V (medium), and A (original).
captionsBackground: For MediaExecutive videos: specifies whether the
MediaExecutive caption background is displayed.
videoRatio: Aspect ratio of the video player. The possible values for this attribute
are SD and HD.
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videoSize: Specifies the size of the video player. The possible values for this
attribute are:
•

SD.320.240

•

HD.480.270

•

SD.480.360

•

HD.640.360

•

SD.640.480

•

custom

•

HD.320.180

useLarge: (Yes/No) For MediaExecutive videos: specifies whether to use the large
video player.
border: (Yes/No) Specifies whether a border is shown around the video player.
showinfo: (Yes/No) Specifies whether video info is shown.
fs: (Yes/No) Specifies whether the option to view the video in fullscreen is allowed.
autoplay: (Yes/No) Specifies whether the video will automatically play upon
loading.
datatype: Internal datatype to be displayed. In this case, the value would be video.

11.2.5 Multivalued Fields
For a multivalued field, the <div> container must contain the seloopindex and
seloop attributes. The seloopindex attribute takes the value “cur” + field name,
and the seloop attribute contains a call to the array of values to display for the
fields.
<div class=”SE_multivaluedField” seloopindex=”cur_multivaluedField”
seloop=”content.get_multivaluedField().value”>

Additionally, some modifications must be made to the <secontent /> tag. The
name field no longer takes the value being displayed; rather, it takes the value
entered for the seloopindex attribute in the <div> container.
Sample code for a multivalued Limited Text field:
<div class="SEMultivaluedText" seloopindex="curMultivaluedText"
seloop="content.getMultivaluedText().value">
<secontent datatype="string" encode="false" preview=""
label="MultivaluedText" name="curMultivaluedText" />
</div>
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11.3 Link Fields
As Section 11.2.1 mentions, the Link field type uses the <selink> tag in addition to the
<secontent /> tag with the string datatype. Any field which will be implemented as a
link must have its <secontent /> container wrapped in an <selink> container. Here is a
sample code snippet for including a link field type on a layout:
<div class="SELinkType">
<selink linktype="EXTERNAL" externallink="http://www.example.com"
newwindow="false" showtoolbar="no" class="" popupwidth=""
popupheight="" title="test" rel="" onclick="" accesskey=""
tabindex="1" charset="" localanchor="" selang="en" dir="ltr" >
<secontent name="content.getLinkType().linktext"
label="LinkType" preview="" encode="false" datatype="string" />
</selink>
</div>

Attributes used by the <selink> tag:
linktype: This attribute must contain the value EXTERNAL.
externallink: The address to be linked to.
newwindow: (True/False) Specifies whether the link will open in a new window. Options
are.
showtoolbar: (Yes/No) Specifies whether the new browser window will display the
browser toolbar.
class: CSS class for the link.
popupwidth: Width (in px) of the new window opened by the link.
popupheight: Height (in px) of the new window opened by the link.
title: The title of the link.
rel: The rel attribute for the link. Defines the relationship between the linked object and
the layout.
onclick: JavaScript code to be executed when the link is clicked.
accesskey: The access key used for the link on the page. Used primarily for web
accessibility. Can only contain a single character.
tabindex: The tab order of the link on the page. Used primarily for web accessibility. Can
only contain a single integer.
charset: Defines the character encoding of the linked object.
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localanchor: For local anchor links: the name of the local anchor which is being linked
to.
selang: Defines the language encoding of the linked object.
dir: Specifies the text direction for the link. The possible values for this attribute are ltr
(left to right) and rtl (right to left).

11.4 Layout Containers
Containers can be incorporated onto layouts using the <secontainer> XML tag. An
example of an opening <secontainer> tag for a container:
<secontainer name="CustomContainer" label="Custom"
contentPath="undefined" customContainer="0b519fba-86b1-4ee2b918af75cec50ccb">

Attributes used by the <secontainer> tag:
name: The filename of the container. Found under the
label: The label of the container. Appears in the Container dropdown in the Layout
Editor.
contentPath: The server path (from the siteexecutive directory) of the .cfm file used to
load the container content.
customContainer: The object ID of the container. Used for containers uploaded into
SiteExecutive.
The <secontainer> tag must contain <seproperty> tags for each property specified in
the container’s code. The <seproperty> tag only takes the name value, which is the
name of the property in the container code.
Sample code for a container on a layout:
<secontainer name="CustomContainer" label="Custom"
contentPath="undefined" customContainer="0b519fba-86b1-4ee2b918af75cec50ccb">
<seproperty name="maxresults">12</seproperty>
</secontainer>
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